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Shoulder Wars has come down to a direct confrontation between both student councils. Kate forces Mari and Meiko into a catch-22 that
threatens to leave the two exposed in more ways than one. But could Kate's desire to humiliate the Shadow Student Council backfire? Mari
and Meiko's friendship is long and strong, and underestimating it could be the mistake of a lifetime!
(Piano Solo Songbook). "I think there is a similarity between the infinite big and the infinite smallness of everything," says Yann Tiersen. "It's
the same experiment looking through a microscope as it is a telescope." Named after a chapel in a small village on the island of Ushant,
Kerber marks a new chapter in critically-acclaimed composer Yann Tiersen's career. A chapter still true to Tiersen's nuanced and subtle
approach but one that sets out with his most overtly electronic material to date. Beautifully textured, highly immersive and thoughtfully
constructed, Tiersen creates an electronic world, providing an environment in which the piano source exists. A sense of place has often been
a central theme in Tiersen's work and here that is no different. Each track is tied to a place mapping out the immediate landscape that
surrounds Tiersen's home, linking back to his thoughts on the possibilities of the infinite smallness. This official, exclusive folio is beautifully
printed on high-quality, uncoated paper with striking graphic artwork. All seven pieces are presented for solo piano and follow an exclusive
introduction to the project.
This volume collects more than 200 Paris photographs by Eugene Atget, the much-beloved early master of the art. Based on a landmark
exhibit at Paris' Musee Carnavalet, the text features unpublished photographs, displayed in a sequential fashion that shines light on Atget's
working methods.
Zaha Hadid is the leading architect in the world, and is the first female recipient of the prestigious Pritzker Prize (2004). This is the complete
monograph of Hadids works, from her early, unbuilt projects and ideas from her student years to her very latest projects around the world,
including the Aquatics Centre for the London 2012 Olympic Games, the Guangzhou Opera House in China, and the Eli & Edythe Broad Art
Museum in Michigan, USA. The book also includes her furniture, product and exhibition designs.
Le case private pongono agli architetti sfide del tutto peculiari. Le dimensioni potranno essere più modeste rispetto ai progetti pubblici, gli
impianti meno complessi rispetto a un sito industriale, ma diventa prioritaria tutta una serie di aspetti relativi alle preferenze, ai requisiti e alle
idee delle singole persone. Il compito più delicato è tradurre l&'insieme di emotività e richieste pratiche della &"casa&" in qualcosa di reale
che si possa costruire. Questa pubblicazione riunisce 100 tra le case più interessanti e avanguardistiche costruite nell&'ultimo decennio in
giro per il mondo, presentando numerosi talenti sia affermati sia emergenti, tra i quali John Pawson, Richard Meier, Shigeru Ban, Tadao
Ando, Zaha Hadid, Herzog e de Meuron, Daniel Libeskind, Álvaro Siza, UNStudio e Peter Zumthor. Capace di coordinare le routine
quotidiane correlate a cibo e sonno con il concetto di &"riparo&" e l&'offerta di uno spazio dove coltivare le relazioni personali, questo ramo
dell&'architettura è il più essenziale ma anche il più intimo.
A large-format tribute to the influential brand's most visible collaborations features critical essays that examine and position the firm's
patronage, in an exploration of the art, fashion, and architecture that was created in conjunction with such notables as Annie Liebovitz,
Vanessa Beecroft, and Olafur Eliasson.
In 1994, after seeing photographs of the plastic sheets given to Rwandan refugees to live under, Shigeru Ban went to the United Nations
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High Commissioner for Refugees to propose ideas for better shelters. Since then, Ban has been critically heralded for his innovative
approaches to environmentally sound architecture and his devotion to humanitarian efforts in the wake of devastating natural and man-made
disasters. His works have restored shelter and gathering places, offering comfort, protection and dignity to stricken communities around the
world. This important volume is the first book-length study to collect, catalogue and examine these works. Essays and discussions of
individual projects, drawings in the artists hand, instruction manuals, diverse photographs and a timeline and map make an essential
compendium for the most personal and relevant aspect of Bans work. The book is a major contribution to the broad subjects of humanitarian
relief and sustainable design solutions, and provides an inspiring testament to Bans ongoing dedication to our planet and its people.

Through buildings of culture, science, and faith, and across his many famous bridges, explore the neofuturistic structures of
Santiago Calatrava. This compact introduction explores the architect's unique fusion of organic forms, deft engineering, and
dramatic, aerodynamic impact.
A study of over 40 years work by the Portuguese architect.
Beginning with his pioneering designs for United Nations refugee shelters in the mid-1990s, 2014 Pritzker winning architect
Shigeru Ban has devoted himself to humanitarian efforts in the wake of some of the most devastating natural and manmade
disasters of the past two decades. With projects jointly selected by Ban and AAM Nancy and Bob Magoon CEO and Director Heidi
Zuckerman Jacobson, and the exhibition design done by the architect himself, Shigeru Ban: Humanitarian Architecture broadly
explores this fascinating and inspiring component of the architect's practice with full-scale examples of Ban's groundbreaking
designs.
A celebration of the Omega Seamaster watch's seventieth anniversary with exclusive photographs that truly bring the legendary
timepiece to life. When the Swiss watchmaker Omega debuted its Seamaster diving watch in 1948, the house proved that
functionality and style could coexist. This luxurious volume marks seventy years of Seamaster, exploring the model's excellent
craftsmanship, evolving design, and enduring charm. Inspired by the waterproof wristwatches of World War II, the Seamaster
appealed to active individuals desiring a watch for "town, sea, and country"--a heritage that shines through today. A precious
collectible object, this tome features never-before-seen photographs of vintage and contemporary Seamasters, as well as different
shades of paper. For those who appreciate fine timepieces and extraordinary pieces of bookmaking, this new edition is bound to
delight.
Quirky, surprising and entertaining - with more than 400 houses, Jutaku is architecture at the speed of Japan. Frenetic. Pulsating.
Disorienting. Japan's contemporary culture is constantly in flux. In stark contrast to the centuries old imperial architecture of Kyoto,
recent Japanese architectural practices have ushered in an era of continuous experimentation. With 400 houses, one house per
page, one image per house, Jutaku: Japanese Houses is a fast-paced, "quick hit" shock to the system that shines a Harajukubright neon light on the sheer volume, variety and novelty of contemporary Japanese residential architecture. Featuring the work of
many of Japan's most famous architects including Shigeru Ban, Sou Fujimoto, Toyo Ito, Kengo Kuma, Jun Igarishi, Shuhei Endo
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and dozens of up and coming and completely unknown young architects, Jutaku is organized geographically taking readers on a
bullet train journey across Japan's architectural landscape. Essential reading for architects, designers and fans of contemporary
Japanese culture.
The ideas and works set out in this richly photographed monograph of Shigeru Ban's architectural practice make a substantial
contribution to the construction of a new vision for world of architecture and society in the 21st century.
Shigeru Ban (b.1957), based in Japan, is a rising star among world-class architects. This book features 32 of Ban's most
exemplary projects of the past 10 years, divided into 5 sections based on the primary materials or construction principle used:
Paper, Wood, Bamboo, Prefabrication, and Skin. Each project is documented with color photographs, plans, drawings, and a brief,
straightforward project description. In addition, the book contains four sections of 'experimental data,' or technical information,
printed in red and black on gray tinted paper. These sections gather diagrams, tables, sketches, and explanatory text to document
the numerous tests that Ban's office has made over the years to study the strength, performance, and structural potential of his
materials. A foreword by the distinguished German architect Frei Otto, with whom Ban has collaborated for several years,
introduces the book. Also included is an essay by Shigeru Ban about his work with Otto on the Japan Pavilion.

This new overview of the work of world-renowned Belgian architect Vincent Van Duysen focuses on his most recent
projects over the past decade.
The wide-ranging career of the Italian virtuoso "The array of buildings by Renzo Piano is staggering in scope and
comprehensive in the diversity of scale, material, and form. He is truly an architect whose sensibilities represent the
widest range of this and earlier centuries." Such was the description of Renzo Piano given by the Pritzker Prize jury
citation as they bestowed the prestigious award on him in 1998. Whereas some architects have a signature style, what
sets Piano apart is that he seeks simply to apply a coherent set of ideas to new projects in extraordinarily different ways.
"One of the great beauties of architecture is that each time, it is like life starting all over again," Piano says. "Like a movie
director doing a love story, a Western, or a murder mystery, a new world confronts an architect with each project." This
explains why it takes more than a superficial glance to recognize Piano's fingerprints on such varied projects as the
Pompidou Center in Paris, the Kansai airport in Osaka, Japan, the Tjibaou Cultural Center in Nouméa, New Caledonia,
The New York Times Building in New York, the Zentrum Paul Klee in Bern, Switzerland, and the Morgan Library in New
York. About the Series: Every book in TASCHEN's Basic Architecture Series features: approximately 120 images,
including photographs, sketches, drawings, and floor plans introductory essays exploring the architect's life and work,
touching on family and background as well as collaborations with other architects the most important works presented in
chronological order, with descriptions of client and/or architect wishes as well as construction problems and resolutions
an appendix including a list of complete or selected works, biography, bibliography, and a map indicating the locations of
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the architect's most famous buildings
From Frank Lloyd Wright to Antoni Gaudí, Frank O. Gehry to Shigeru Ban and all the best stuff in between, it's all here.
This essential guide celebrates 100 years of architecture's finest, gathering large-format photos, drawings, and floor
plans alongside a chronological overview to take you to the heart of the ideas, trends, and transitions...
Fractal analysis is a method for measuring, analysing and comparing the formal or geometric properties of complex
objects. In this book it is used to investigate eighty-five buildings that have been designed by some of the twentiethcentury’s most respected and celebrated architects. Including designs by Le Corbusier, Eileen Gray, Frank Lloyd Wright,
Robert Venturi, Frank Gehry, Peter Eisenman, Richard Meier and Kazuyo Sejima amongst others, this book uses
mathematics to analyse arguments and theories about some of the world’s most famous designs. Starting with 625
reconstructed architectural plans and elevations, and including more than 200 specially prepared views of famous
buildings, this book presents the results of the largest mathematical study ever undertaken into architectural design and
the largest single application of fractal analysis presented in any field. The data derived from this study is used to test
three overarching hypotheses about social, stylistic and personal trends in design, along with five celebrated arguments
about twentieth-century architecture. Through this process the book offers a unique mathematical insight into the history
and theory of design.
Covering her complete works to date, and all her new work from Dubai to Guangzhou, this text clearly demonstrates the
progression of Hadid's career - not only buildings but also furniture and interior designs - and including in-depth texts,
photos and her own drawings.
Finnish architect and designer, Alvar Aalto, is universally acknowledged as one of the most important figures of twentieth
century architecture. His career overlapped chronologically, and for a while ideologically with those of Le Corbusier and
Mies van der Rohe, but his commitment to a humanitarian ideal inspired by nature, set him apart from his purist
Modernist contemporaries and lent his work a very distinct, personal touch. The environmental and humanitarian
concerns of the twenty first century mean that Aalto's philosophical approach is more relevant than ever. Renowned
Japanese architect, Shigeru Ban, is one of the leaders in his field carrying on Aalto's legacy today. In this publication,
Ban looks back to the Finnish master for inspiration, and has chosen 15 key projects that chart Aalto's philosophical and
conceptual development throughout his prolific career. Featuring new writing by Juhani Pallasmaa and Sir Colin St. John
Wilson, an exclusive interview with Shigeru Ban, new translations of Aalto's own writings and a specifically commissioned
photo-essay by celebrated photographer Judith Turner, Alvar Aalto Through the Eyes of Shigeru Ban sheds new light on
an architect whose work never ceases to inspire.
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A visual tribute to the work of the Pritzker Prize-winning architect features photography and illustrations of more than fifty
projects incorporating his transcendent and sculptural forms, in a volume that includes coverage of such structures as the
JFK Library and the East Building of the National Gallery of Art. 17,500 first printing.
Education. Sport. Health & Beaty medical. Culture. Design & Art. Fashion. Music & Entetainment. Motion- Media & tech.
Food & Beverage. Retail Shopping. Tourism: Social. Directory
Scoprite l'estetica unica di Tadao Ando, l'unico architetto ad aver vinto i quattro premi più prestigiosi del settore: Pritzker,
Carlsberg, Praemium Imperiale e Kyoto Prize. Basata sull'imponente monografia in formato XXL, questa edizione
completamente aggiornata copre l'intera carriera dell'architetto e include anche straordinari progetti recenti come lo
Shanghai Poly Grand Theater e il Clark Center del Clark Art Institute di Williamstown, Massachusetts. Ogni progetto è
presentato attraverso fotografie e disegni architettonici per esplorare l'uso assolutamente innovativo di cemento, legno,
acqua, luce, spazio e forme naturali. I suoi progetti - molti dei quali vincitori di premi - includono abitazioni private, chiese,
musei, complessi residenziali e spazi culturali dal Giappone alla Francia, dalla Spagna all'Italia, fino agli Stati Uniti.
Questa edizione compatta permette un incontro ravvicinato con un maestro del Modernismo.
Renzo Piano (Genoa, 1937) studied architecture at the Polytechnic in Milan. Since winning the competition to design the
Centre Pompidou in Paris (1971) along with Richard Rogers, Piano has become a prominent figure on the international
architectural scene, with more works constructed outside Italy than in his own country. Piano brings a similar approach to
both the small and the large scale. He has directed projects of very varying sizes: small buildings like the travelling IBN
Pavilion and the Brancusi Museum; and great megastructures like Kansai's International Airport Terminal built on a manmade island in the Bay of Tokyo, and the remodeling of Berlin's Potsdamer Platz where work is scheduled to be
completed in 2002.
Architecture now! Houses. Ediz. italiana, spagnola e portogheseShigeru BanComplete Works, 1985-2010Shigeru Ban.
Ediz. italianaShigeru Ban. Updated version. Ediz. italiana, spagnola e portoghese100 Contemporary Houses
Rural escapes for those yearning for a simpler existence, by the creators of the wildly popular Instagram account Cabin
Porn. Created by a group of friends who preserve 55 acres of hidden forest in Upstate New York, Cabin Porn began as a
scrapbook to collect inspiration for their building projects. As the collection grew, the site attracted a following, which is
now a huge and obsessive audience. The site features photos of the most remarkable handmade homes in the
backcountry of America and all over the world. It has had over 10 million unique visitors, with 450,000 followers on
Instagram. Now Zach Klein, the creator of the site (and a co-founder of Vimeo) goes further into the most alluring images
from the site and new getaways, including more interior photography and how-to advice for setting up a quiet place
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somewhere. With their idyllic settings, unique architecture, and cozy interiors, the Cabin Porn photographs are an
invitation to slow down, take a deep breath, and feel the beauty and serenity that nature and simple construction can
create.
Forty years of groundbreaking exhibitions from the Aspen Art Museum Published for the Aspen Art Museum's 40th
anniversary, Something Greater covers the museum's exhibitions and highlights its recent Pritzker-prize winning Shigeru
Ban-designed building. This book is the ultimate guide for anyone excited to learn more about the upward trajectory of
one of the world's leading art institutions.
Esistono case ambulanti di ogni forma e misura. Ci sono case per ricchi e per poveri, per gusti raffinati e per i meno
fortunati. L'idea di migrare verso luoghi nuovi in cui mettere radici è vecchia come il mondo, e se un tempo la partenza
era legata al mutare delle stagioni, oggi spostarsi può essere semplicemente una forma di svago. Questo volume ricco di
immagini, scritto e curato da Philip Jodidio, raccoglie alcuni tra gli esempi più straordinari di abitazioni itineranti. A
cominciare dal grande ritorno dei caravan Airstream, passando per yacht incredibili, come il Motor Yacht A di Philippe
Starck, questa panoramica non accenna a fermarsi e passa in rassegna le migliori soluzioni in fatto di camper e tende,
fino ad arrivare ai jet privati di categoria A319 o Boeing 737, vere e proprie regge volanti per pochi privilegiati. Sull'altro
piatto della bilancia, troviamo le dimore di fortuna per chi è costretto a una vita sulla strada, come i rifugi progettati
dall'architetto Shigeru Ban, vincitore del Pritzker Prize. Pagina dopo pagina, il libro ci mostra come lo spirito nomade dei
nostri antenati cacciatori-raccoglitori sia ancora vivo in noi, donne e uomini della modernità. Se da un lato l'architettura si
è sviluppata ricercando un senso di stabilità, legato a una vita sedentaria, l'era moderna ha portato con sé una nuova
consapevolezza dello spazio e del tempo limitati, un'idea di futuro e un'aspettativa di vita senza grandi pretese. Non c'è
pensiero più moderno del desiderio irrefrenabile di spostarsi, eguagliato forse solo dal desiderio di crescere, ma
comunque con la voglia di spostarsi. Come disse l'antico filosofo cinese Lao Tzu: "Un buon viaggiatore non ha un piano
prestabilito e non è teso verso una meta". Ciò che conta è il viaggio in sé, e questo libro ne è la prova.
The LOUD nightclub. A latecomer stripper, a pissed waitress, a hitmen couple, a suspension bondage performer, a
pregnant teenager, a clan of vampires, a pedophile, a lesbian junkie, a divorcing middle-aged woman, a sadistic
dominatrix, and many other souls in search of love, drugs, and blood converge at the hottest club in town on a night that
none will ever forget. If they survive. LOUD is like THE HUNGER if directed by Tarantino -- a stylish, tripped-out
bloodbath of beautiful and vicious decadence. You’ll feel the beat throbbing in your skull, smell the sweat, taste the
blood, and lose yourself in the wicked underworld masterfully wrought by MARIA LLOVET. The smash hit that instantly
sold out of both its hardcover and softcover printings, now back in print. "Emotional, chaotic, propulsive, LOUD is a
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beauty; a book not to be read, but to be felt." -Brian Azzarello (100 Bullets, Wonder Woman) "Maria Llovet is one of my
favorite emerging cartoonists, and her new book LOUD is exactly as it sounds--brash, colorful, sexy, and just a little
sleazy--highly recommended!" -Paul Pope (Battling Boy, Batman Year 100)
Designed and constructed with the precision of a Swiss watch, this monumental hybrid timber campus charts an
architectural roadmap toward the future. Completed in 2019, the Swatch and Omega Campus in Biel (Bienne),
Switzerland, is a magnificent example of technology, design, and environmental sustainability working in concert to
create a space that promotes the health of users and the planet. This book illustrates every aspect of the project,
including drawings, plans, and numerous interior and exterior photographs. Pritzker Prize-winning architect Shigeru Ban
has experienced firsthand the trauma of natural disasters, which he has addressed in numerous emergency-relief
projects. With the Swatch and Omega campus, Ban demonstrates how sustainable architecture can benefit industry as
well, and why he promotes timber as the planet's only truly renewable resource. Philip Jodidio introduces readers to the
buildings' ingenious and cutting-edge features--a serpentine, cocoon-like facade that echoes the playful elements of the
Swatch brand; a gridshell roof structure consisting of thousands of precisely interlocking timber pieces. The Omega
buildings with their clean straight lines are equally innovative and express the contrast between the two related brands. A
feat of forward-thinking architecture, this corporate headquarters represents a benchmark for future building projects
around the world.
Lectures given Aug. 31-Sept. 11, 1998 at the 1998 Summer School of the German Society of Linguistics, Mainz, Ger.
On the trail of the Beast of Gévaudan, Vanitas and Noé are led to the heart of the incident and the noble house of
d'Apchier. There, they discover that a brave, heartrending wish to save a daughter from a vampire's fate became the
haunting first cry of the Beast itself...
"Much admired for it's purity of form and its harmony with the natural environment, the Japanese house is one of the
classic forms of residential architecture. The Japanese house reveals the unique style of domestic architecture and
interior aesthetics that is native to Japan: the beautifully simple porportions based on the measure of the tatami mat, the
fluid floor plan with its movable screens to divide and expand space, and the use of ceramics, textiles and nature itself to
enhance the home environment. These elements and more are explored through thirteen of the most inspiring houses in
Japan" -- COVER.
Open the door into 100 of the most beautiful and pioneering houses of the past two decades. With featured architects
including Daniel Libeskind, Herzog & de Meuron, and Zaha Hadid, this is a dependable global digest of the nuances,
challenges, and opportunities of turning all the emotional and practical requirements of "home" into a constructed...
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